
 

 

Call for Applications for Assistant Technical Editors, Web Editor, Online Editorial 

Assistant, Symposium Coordinator, Advertising Coordinator, and Staff-At-Large 

for Volume 8 (2010-2011) of Higher Education in Review 
          August 27, 2010 
 

 
Penn State graduate students with a scholarly interest in higher education are invited to apply for the 

following staff positions within the Higher Education in Review organization: Assistant Technical 

Editors (variable), Web Editor (1), Online Editorial Assistant (1), Symposium Coordinator (1), 

Advertising Coordinator (1), and Staff At-Large (variable). 
 

About the Positions: 

  

The Assistant Technical Editors collaborate with the Associate Editor of Production and the 

Technical Editor in the type-editing, layout, and distribution of the journal. 

The Web Editor is responsible for the overall design and maintenance of the HER website. These 

tasks include (but are not limited to): posting scholarly content, managing news updates related to the 

journal, assisting  with the Review Blog as needed, and making any additional design changes. 

Experience with web design is not required (as we presently use a WYSIWYG editor); however, 

those with web design experience are encouraged to apply and to consider transitioning the website 
to alternative, open source platform. 

The Online Editorial Assistant is responsible for assisting the Associate Editor for Operations in 

identifying appropriate scholarly and informative content for discussion in the Review Blog. The 

Editorial Assistant will also write brief descriptions of materials identified and post these to the 
Review Blog using a WYSIWYG webpage editor. 

The Symposium Coordinator is responsible for the overall direction of the HER Symposium, an 

annual research conference which occurs during the Spring Semester. Duties will include (but are not 

limited to): the creation of a call for papers in conjunction with the HER Editorial Board, managing 
conference logistics, and coordinating the review of proposals. 

The Advertising Coordinator is responsible for all aspects of HER publicity—including, but not 

limited to: developing and executing a marketing plan for HER, the publication of the HER Call for 

Papers, distribution of the journal on-campus and at scholarly events, and the recruitment of 
reviewers. 

Staff members-at-large are called upon by the Higher Education in Review Editorial Board 

throughout the year to serve on select committees and projects. For-example, at-large staff may 

participate in the following committees: (1) the journal unveiling and symposium committee, (2) 

educational outreach and professional development committee, or (3) a committee evaluating the 

journal’s peer review process.  

All positions allow individuals to participate in the General Organizational Meetings, providing 

insights into the journal’s operations and the publication process. 
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An Equal Opportunity University 

Benefits:  

 

Staff members of the Higher Education in Review organization gain insights into the scholarly 

writing and publications processes, public recognition as an engaged member of our academic 

community, preparation for future editorial board positions, and leadership skills within a student-

centered, collegial environment. 

 

Qualifications: 

 

All interested graduate students are encouraged to apply.  Eligible students include full-time and part-

time graduate students at Penn State, in any discipline, who have an interest in higher education. 

 

To Apply: 

 

Applications are due Friday, September 10, 2010.  Please include the following materials in you 

application: 

  

1) A brief cover letter outlining your interest and qualifications.  The cover letter must include 

a ranking of your preferences for the 6 position options. 

2) A current curriculum vitae or résumé. 

 

Email your applications to: 

 

 Peter L. Moran, Editor, Higher Education in Review 

 petermoran@psu.edu  

 

If necessary, candidates may be required to conduct an interview with the editorial board.  Please 

contact Peter Moran (petermoran@psu.edu) with any questions that you have about the positions or 

the application process.  You are also encouraged to discuss these positions with Claire Gilbert 

(ckg126@psu.edu), Associate Editor of Production; Ezekiel Kimball (ewk124@psu.edu), Associate 

Editor of Operations; David Knight (dbk144@psu.edu), Managing Editor; or Rodney Hughes 

(rph144@psu.edu), Associate Editor of Layout.  
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